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Outline of this TalkOutline of this Talk

nn IntroIntro
–– HEP Data ModelsHEP Data Models
–– Data  Management for LHCData  Management for LHC

nn Object Database FeaturesObject Database Features
–– What makes ODBMS suitable for HEP Data Models ?What makes ODBMS suitable for HEP Data Models ?

nn Objectivity/DB FeaturesObjectivity/DB Features
–– ScalabilityScalability
–– Data Management and DistributionData Management and Distribution
–– Alternative products and approachesAlternative products and approaches

nn HEP Projects using Objectivity/DBHEP Projects using Objectivity/DB
–– Prototypes and production systemsPrototypes and production systems



HEP Data ModelsHEP Data Models
nn HEP data models are complex!HEP data models are complex!

–– Typically hundreds of structureTypically hundreds of structure
types (classes)types (classes)

–– Many relations between themMany relations between them
–– Different access patternsDifferent access patterns

nn LHC experiments rely onLHC experiments rely on
OO technologyOO technology
–– OO applications deal withOO applications deal with

networks of objectsnetworks of objects
–– Pointers (or references) arePointers (or references) are

used to describe relationsused to describe relations
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ALICEALICE

nn Heavy ion experiment atHeavy ion experiment at
LHCLHC

nn Studying ultra-relativisticStudying ultra-relativistic
nuclear collisionsnuclear collisions

nn Relatively short runningRelatively short running
periodperiod
–– 1 month/year =1 month/year =

1PB/year1PB/year
nn Extremely high data ratesExtremely high data rates

–– 1.5GB/s1.5GB/s



ATLASATLAS

nn General-purpose LHCGeneral-purpose LHC
experimentexperiment

nn High Data rates:High Data rates:
–– 100MB/second100MB/second

nn High Data volumeHigh Data volume
–– 1PB/year1PB/year

nn Test beam projects usingTest beam projects using
Objectivity/Objectivity/DBDB in preparation: in preparation:
–– Calibration databaseCalibration database
–– Expect 600GB raw andExpect 600GB raw and

analysis dataanalysis data



CMSCMS

nn General-purpose LHCGeneral-purpose LHC
experimentexperiment

nn Data rates of 100MB/secondData rates of 100MB/second
nn Data volume of 1PB/yearData volume of 1PB/year

nn Two test beams projectsTwo test beams projects
based on Objectivitybased on Objectivity
successfully completed.successfully completed.

nn Database used in theDatabase used in the
complete chain:complete chain:
Test beam DAQ, Re-Test beam DAQ, Re-
construction and Analysisconstruction and Analysis



LHCbLHCb

nn Dedicated experimentDedicated experiment
looking for CP-looking for CP-
violation in the B-violation in the B-
meson system.meson system.

nn Lower data ratesLower data rates
than other LHCthan other LHC
experiments.experiments.

nn Total data volumeTotal data volume
around 400TB/year.around 400TB/year.



Data Management at LHCData Management at LHC
nn LHC experiments will store huge data amountsLHC experiments will store huge data amounts

–– 1 PB of data per experiment and year1 PB of data per experiment and year
–– 100 PB over the whole lifetime100 PB over the whole lifetime

nn Distributed, heterogeneous environmentDistributed, heterogeneous environment
–– Some 100 institutes distributed world-wideSome 100 institutes distributed world-wide
–– (Nearly) any available hardware platform(Nearly) any available hardware platform
–– Data at regional-Data at regional-centerscenters??

nn Existing solutions do not scaleExisting solutions do not scale
–– Solution suggested by RD45:Solution suggested by RD45:

ODBMS coupled to a Mass Storage SystemODBMS coupled to a Mass Storage System
nn See See Marcin Nowak’sMarcin Nowak’s talk later this month talk later this month



Object Database FeaturesObject Database Features



Object PersistencyObject Persistency

nn PersistencyPersistency
–– Objects retain their state between two programObjects retain their state between two program

contextscontexts
nn Storage entity is a complete objectStorage entity is a complete object

–– State of all data membersState of all data members
–– Object classObject class

nn OO Language SupportOO Language Support
–– AbstractionAbstraction
–– InheritanceInheritance
–– PolymorphismPolymorphism
–– Parameterised Types (Templates)Parameterised Types (Templates)



OO Language BindingOO Language Binding
nn User has to deal with copying between programUser has to deal with copying between program

and I/O representations of the same dataand I/O representations of the same data
–– User has to traverse the in-memory structureUser has to traverse the in-memory structure
–– User has to write and maintain specialised code forUser has to write and maintain specialised code for

I/O of each new class/structure typeI/O of each new class/structure type

nn Tight Language BindingTight Language Binding
–– ODBMS allow to ODBMS allow to use persistent objects directly asuse persistent objects directly as

variablesvariables of the OO language of the OO language
–– C++, Java and Smalltalk (heterogeneity)C++, Java and Smalltalk (heterogeneity)

nn I/O on demandI/O on demand
–– No explicit store & retrieve callsNo explicit store & retrieve calls



Navigational AccessNavigational Access

nn Unique Object Identifier (OID) per objectUnique Object Identifier (OID) per object
–– Direct access to any object in the distributed storeDirect access to any object in the distributed store
–– Natural extension of the pointer conceptNatural extension of the pointer concept

nn OIDsOIDs allow to implement networks of allow to implement networks of
persistent objects (“associations”)persistent objects (“associations”)
–– Cardinality: 1:1 , 1:n, n:mCardinality: 1:1 , 1:n, n:m
–– uniuni- or - or bibi-directional (referential integrity!)-directional (referential integrity!)

nn OIDs OIDs are used via so-called “smart-pointers”are used via so-called “smart-pointers”
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How do “smart pointers” work?How do “smart pointers” work?

nn d_Ref<Track> is a smart pointer to a Trackd_Ref<Track> is a smart pointer to a Track

nn The database automatically locates objects asThe database automatically locates objects as
they are accessed and reads them.they are accessed and reads them.

nn User does not need to know about physicalUser does not need to know about physical
locations.locations.
–– No host or file names in the codeNo host or file names in the code
–– Allows de-coupling of logical and physical modelAllows de-coupling of logical and physical model



A Code ExampleA Code Example

Collection<Event> events;           // an event collection
Collection<Event>::iterator evt;  // a collection iterator

// loop over all events in the input collection
for(evt = events.begin();  evt != events.end(); evt++)

{
// access the first track in the tracklist
d_Ref<Track> aTrack;

     aTrack  = evt->tracker->trackList[0];

// print the charge of all its hits
for (int i = 0; i < aTrack->hits.size(); i++)

cout  << aTrack->hits[i]->charge
                        << endl;

}
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Object ClusteringObject Clustering

nn Goal: Transfer only “useful” dataGoal: Transfer only “useful” data
–– from disk server to clientfrom disk server to client
–– from tape to diskfrom tape to disk

nn Physically cluster objects according to mainPhysically cluster objects according to main
access patternsaccess patterns
–– Clustering by typeClustering by type

nn e.g. Track objects are “always” accessed with their hitse.g. Track objects are “always” accessed with their hits

nn Main access patterns may change over timeMain access patterns may change over time
–– Performance may profit from re-clusteringPerformance may profit from re-clustering
–– Clustering of individual objectsClustering of individual objects

nn e.g. All Higgs events should reside in one filee.g. All Higgs events should reside in one file



Physical Model and Logical ModelPhysical Model and Logical Model

•• Physical model may be changed to optimise performance Physical model may be changed to optimise performance
•• Existing applications continue to work Existing applications continue to work



Concurrent AccessConcurrent Access

nn Support for multiple concurrent writersSupport for multiple concurrent writers
–– e.g. Multiple parallel data streamse.g. Multiple parallel data streams
–– e.g. Filter or reconstruction farmse.g. Filter or reconstruction farms
–– e.g. Distributed simulatione.g. Distributed simulation

nn Data changes are part of a TransactionData changes are part of a Transaction
–– ACID: Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, DurableACID: Atomic, Consistent, Isolated, Durable

nn Access is co-ordinated by a lock serverAccess is co-ordinated by a lock server
–– MROW: Multiple Reader, One Writer per containerMROW: Multiple Reader, One Writer per container

(Objectivity/DB)(Objectivity/DB)



Objectivity Specific FeaturesObjectivity Specific Features



Objectivity/DB ArchitectureObjectivity/DB Architecture
nn Architectural Limitations: OID size 8 bytesArchitectural Limitations: OID size 8 bytes
nn 64K databases64K databases
nn 32K containers per database32K containers per database
nn 64K logical pages per container64K logical pages per container

–– 4GB containers for 64kB page size4GB containers for 64kB page size
–– 0.5GB containers for 8kB page size0.5GB containers for 8kB page size

nn 64K object slots per page64K object slots per page
nn Theoretical limit: 10 000PBTheoretical limit: 10 000PB

–– assuming database files of 128TBassuming database files of 128TB

nn RD45 model assumes 6.5PBRD45 model assumes 6.5PB
–– assuming database files of 100GBassuming database files of 100GB
–– extension or re-mapping of OID haveextension or re-mapping of OID have

been requestedbeen requested

FederationFederation

DatabaseDatabase

ContainerContainer

PagePage

ObjectObject



Scalability TestsScalability Tests
nn Federated Databases of Federated Databases of 500GB500GB have been have been

demonstrateddemonstrated
–– Multiple federations of 20-80GB are Multiple federations of 20-80GB are used in productionused in production
–– 32 filter nodes writing in parallel 32 filter nodes writing in parallel into one federated databaseinto one federated database
–– 200 parallel readers 200 parallel readers (Caltech Exemplar)(Caltech Exemplar)

nn Objectivity/DB shows expected scalabilityObjectivity/DB shows expected scalability
–– Overflow conditions on architectural limits are handledOverflow conditions on architectural limits are handled

gracefullygracefully
–– Only minor problems found and reported backOnly minor problems found and reported back

nn 2GB file limit; fixed and tested up to 25GB2GB file limit; fixed and tested up to 25GB

nn Federations of hundreds of TB are possible with theFederations of hundreds of TB are possible with the
current versioncurrent version



A Distributed FederationA Distributed Federation

ApplicationApplication

Objy ClientObjy Client

Objy ServerObjy Server ObjyObjy
Lock ServerLock Server Objy ServerObjy Server

HPSS ClientHPSS Client

HPSS ServerHPSS Server

ApplicationApplication

Objy ClientObjy Client Objy ServerObjy Server

Application HostApplication Host Application & Disk ServerApplication & Disk Server

Disk ServerDisk Server Data ServerData Server
connected to HPSSconnected to HPSS



Data ReplicationData Replication

nn Objects in a replicated DB exists in all replicasObjects in a replicated DB exists in all replicas
–– Multiple physical copies of the same objectMultiple physical copies of the same object
–– Copies are kept in sync by the databaseCopies are kept in sync by the database

nn Enhance performanceEnhance performance
–– Clients access a local copy of the dataClients access a local copy of the data

nn Enhance availabilityEnhance availability
–– Disconnected sites may continue to work on a local replicaDisconnected sites may continue to work on a local replica

Site 1Site 1
Site 2Site 2 Site 3Site 3

Wide Area NetworkWide Area Network



Schema EvolutionSchema Evolution

nn Evolve the object model over the experiment lifetimeEvolve the object model over the experiment lifetime
–– migrate existing data after schema changesmigrate existing data after schema changes
–– minimise impact on existing applicationsminimise impact on existing applications

nn Supported operationsSupported operations
–– add, move or remove attributes within classesadd, move or remove attributes within classes
–– change inheritance hierarchychange inheritance hierarchy

nn Migration of existing ObjectsMigration of existing Objects
–– immediate: all objects are converted using an upgradeimmediate: all objects are converted using an upgrade

applicationapplication
–– lazy: objects are upgraded as they are accessedlazy: objects are upgraded as they are accessed



Object VersioningObject Versioning
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- default version

nn Maintain multiple versions of an objectMaintain multiple versions of an object
nn Used to implement versions of calibration data in the BaBarUsed to implement versions of calibration data in the BaBar

calibration DB packagecalibration DB package



Other O(R)DBMS ProductsOther O(R)DBMS Products

nn VersantVersant
–– Unix and Windows platformsUnix and Windows platforms
–– Scalable, distributed architectureScalable, distributed architecture

nn Independent databasesIndependent databases
–– Currently most suitable fall back productCurrently most suitable fall back product

nn O2O2
–– Unix and Windows platformsUnix and Windows platforms

nn Incomplete heterogeneity supportIncomplete heterogeneity support
–– Recently bought by Unidata (RDBMS vendor) andRecently bought by Unidata (RDBMS vendor) and

merged with VMARK (data warehousing)merged with VMARK (data warehousing)



Other O(R)DBMS Products IIOther O(R)DBMS Products II
nn ObjectstoreObjectstore - Object Design Inc. - Object Design Inc.

–– Unix and Windows platformsUnix and Windows platforms
–– Scalability problemsScalability problems
–– Proprietary compiler, kernel driverProprietary compiler, kernel driver
–– ODI re-focussed on web applicationsODI re-focussed on web applications

nn POETPOET
–– Windows platformWindows platform
–– Low end, scalability problemsLow end, scalability problems

nn What will the big Object RelationalWhat will the big Object Relational
Vendors provide?Vendors provide?



HEP ProjectsHEP Projects
based on Objectivity/DBbased on Objectivity/DB



Production - BaBarProduction - BaBar

nn BaBar at SLAC, due to start takingBaBar at SLAC, due to start taking
data in data in 19991999

nn Objectivity/DB is used to storeObjectivity/DB is used to store
event, simulation, calibration andevent, simulation, calibration and
analysis dataanalysis data

nn Expected amount Expected amount 200TB/year200TB/year,,
majority of storage managed bymajority of storage managed by
HPSSHPSS

nn Mock Data Challenge 2:Mock Data Challenge 2:
–– Production of 3-4 Million events inProduction of 3-4 Million events in

August/SeptemberAugust/September
–– Partly distributed to remotePartly distributed to remote

institutesinstitutes
nn Cosmic runs starting in OctoberCosmic runs starting in October



Production - ZEUSProduction - ZEUS

nn ZEUS is a large detector at theZEUS is a large detector at the
DESY electron-protonDESY electron-proton collider collider
HERAHERA

nn Since Since 19921992 study of interactions study of interactions
between electrons and protonsbetween electrons and protons

nn Analysis environment: mainlyAnalysis environment: mainly
FORTRAN codeFORTRAN code based on ADAMO based on ADAMO

nn Objectivity/DB is used for eventObjectivity/DB is used for event
selection in the analysis phaseselection in the analysis phase

nn Store ~20GB of “tag data” - planStore ~20GB of “tag data” - plan
to extend to 200GBto extend to 200GB

nn Reported a Reported a significant gain insignificant gain in
performance and flexibilityperformance and flexibility
compared to the old systemcompared to the old system



Production - AMSProduction - AMS

nn The Alpha MagneticThe Alpha Magnetic
Spectrometer will take data firstSpectrometer will take data first
on the NASA space shuttle andon the NASA space shuttle and
later on the International Spacelater on the International Space
Station.Station.

nn Search for antimatter and darkSearch for antimatter and dark
mattermatter

nn Data amount Data amount 100GB100GB
nn Objectivity/DB is used to storeObjectivity/DB is used to store

production data, slow controlproduction data, slow control
parameters and NASA auxiliaryparameters and NASA auxiliary
datadata



Ready to go...Ready to go...



Production - CERES/NA45Production - CERES/NA45
nn Heavy ion experiment at theHeavy ion experiment at the

SPSSPS
nn Study of e+e- pairs in relativisticStudy of e+e- pairs in relativistic

nuclear collisionsnuclear collisions
nn Successful use of Objectivity/DBSuccessful use of Objectivity/DB

from a reconstruction farm (32from a reconstruction farm (32
MeikoMeiko CS2 nodes) CS2 nodes)

nn Expect to write Expect to write 30 TB30 TB of raw of raw
data during 30 days of datadata during 30 days of data
takingtaking

nn Reconstructed and filtered dataReconstructed and filtered data
will be stored using thewill be stored using the
Objectivity production service.Objectivity production service.



Production - CHORUSProduction - CHORUS

nn Searching for neutrinoSearching for neutrino
oscillationsoscillations

nn Using Objectivity/DB for anUsing Objectivity/DB for an
online emulsion scanningonline emulsion scanning
database.database.

nn Plans to deploy thisPlans to deploy this
application at outside sites.application at outside sites.

nn Also studying Objectivity/DBAlso studying Objectivity/DB
for TOSCA - a proposedfor TOSCA - a proposed
follow-on experiment.follow-on experiment.



COMPASSCOMPASS

nn COMPASS expects to begin fullCOMPASS expects to begin full
data taking in 2000 with adata taking in 2000 with a
preliminary run in 1999.preliminary run in 1999.

nn Some Some 300TB300TB of raw data will be of raw data will be
acquired per year at rates up toacquired per year at rates up to
35MB/second35MB/second..

nn Analysis data is expected to beAnalysis data is expected to be
stored on disk, requiring somestored on disk, requiring some
3-20TB3-20TB of disk space. of disk space.

nn Some Some 50 concurrent users50 concurrent users and and
many passes through the data aremany passes through the data are
expected.expected.

nn Rely on the Objectivity productionRely on the Objectivity production
service at CERNservice at CERN



SummarySummary

nn Objectivity/DB based data stores provideObjectivity/DB based data stores provide
–– a single logical viewa single logical view of complex object models of complex object models
–– integration with integration with multiple OO languagesmultiple OO languages
–– support for support for physical clusteringphysical clustering  of dataof data
–– scaling up to scaling up to PB distributed data storesPB distributed data stores
–– seamless seamless integration with MSSintegration with MSS like HPSS like HPSS

nn Adopted by a large number of HEP experimentsAdopted by a large number of HEP experiments
–– even FORTRAN based experiments evaluateeven FORTRAN based experiments evaluate

Objectivity/DB for analysis and data conservationObjectivity/DB for analysis and data conservation
nn Expect to enter production phase at CERN soonExpect to enter production phase at CERN soon

–– Objectivity service will be set-up during this yearObjectivity service will be set-up during this year


